
Today: 
Universal Principles of Design
Black, White and Red effects
Sketching: Horizontal cylinders
Friday:

Digital, photoshop
Pantone https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantone

Color Nomenclature

Additive/subtractive physics

Universal Principles of Design
Black effects
White effects 
Red effects

Yes, sports teams use this. 
Graphic design: Yes, logos start B/W. 
Most electronics are black
Apple tends to use white more
White: Same product effects.
No white superhero costumes
White wearing villans more common? To be misleading

https://www.linkedin.com/learning/universal-principles-of-design/red-effects?u=42275329

There are also yellow, green and blue effects, but are more culturally situated.

Inappropriate: Red for skin tone
Red is romantic, so inappropriate for condolences.
Red is thought to affect appetite. Food packaging, and fast food restaurants.

Why aren't all products black? Kira's question
Might want product to seem like a bargain; signals different price
Not every thing should be aggressive; toilet paper. Red would also be bad
Kids love colors, don't care about slim or sleek
Not practical: would absorb all light; Hard to find black things in the dark.
Would be hard to differentiate. 
Black lacks personality
Black clothes are hot

Isn't always functional; heat absorption, tracing transparency
Might not be functional. Outdoor equipment can get lost.
Hard to see in the dark
Hard to photograph
Hard to keep clean (cars, stovetops). Harder to perceive form.

Reinforced by culture, certainly
White is death in Asian cultures
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Hard to keep clean (cars, stovetops). Harder to perceive form.
Black is too common; wear a color to stand out
Water bottles maybe better in blue, other connotations.
If everything was black, would lose dominance, high value perception
Signals unapproachability
May not match sense of identity; aggressive, authority, threatening
Don't always want to signal power, aggression
Lack of contrast is not appealing; Need other colors for contrast
Other colors can create a tiered pricing structure for broader marketing
Colors can affect other moods, emotions
Humans like color too
Doesn't allow full range of expression
Want to portray more fun in a different color. Black is not a loud color
Black is depressing

Summary:
White effects: White = good, light. Timeless, high-value
Black effects: Black = serious, aggressive, threatening. Timeless, high-value
Red effects
Increases attractiveness of humans, but suppresses high level cognition.
Only wear red on weekends, unless negotiating.

Black is the color of death.
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Symmetry
Area Alignment
Rule of Thirds
Fibonacci
Golden Ratio

Classical Composition
Universal Principles of Design topics

Geometric Aesthetics
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